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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The inelastic scattering of fast electrons provides a detailed
means of characterizing the chemical composition and electronic properties of thin samples in an electron microscope.
Collective and single-electron excitations occuring in the low
energy region of the spectrum can be described in terms of
the generalized dielectric formulation. Important information is contained in this part of the spectrum but some prior
detailed knowledge of the sample is usually required for
proper interpretation. The core excitations allow microanalytical information to be obtained and quantitative procedures are now quite well developed at least for K and L
edges. Sample thickness is one factor that limits the quality
of data in energy loss spectra and it is now possible to remove
the effects of plural scattering from core edges as well as
from the low loss spectrum. Several advances in instrumentation have been made recently both in electron optics and
recording devices . It appears that the detection limits are very
low, pos sib ly 1 to 10 atoms in an optimized system. Measurements also show that the core edges offer a sensitive method
for probing the chemical bonding and electronic structure,
provided the energy resolution is suff icient ( -::=1 eY). Of particular interest is the momentum tran sfer and orientation
dependence of the fine structure for crystalline materials.
The transition elements exhibit very sharp features near the
L23 threshold due to transitions to unoccupied d states and
reasonable agreement is found with theory here. Another
type of information can be obtained from the extended fine
structure above the core edges (EXELFS). This is capable of
yielding the local atomic environment around the different
atomic species.

The purpose of this paper is to present a survey of the current state-of-the-art in electron energy loss spectroscopy as
applied to electron microscopy and to identify which aspects
of the subject are not fully understood or developed. Inelastic scattering of fast electrons gives considerable information
about the chemical and electronic structure of a solid. When
combined with the high spatial resolution of the electron
microscope it offers a powerful probe on a nanometer scale.
Inelastic scattering processes can be broadly divided into
two types, those which involve relatively small transfers of
energy to the sample, i.e., less than about 50 eV (valence electron excitat ions), and those which involve larger energy
transfers, typically some hundred s of eV (core excitations) .
Much of the earlier work in the field was spent exploiting
both types of excitation (Hillier and Baker, 1944; Watanabe,
1955; Castaing and Henry, 1962; Wittry et al., 1969; Curtis
and Silcox, 1971; Isaacson, 1972; Colliex and J ouffrey, 1972;
Egerton and Whelan, 1974a; Williams and Edington, 1976).
Recently however interest ha s largely centered on the core
excitations, at least as far as the electron microscopist is concerned (Isaacson and Johnson, 1975; Colliex et al. , 1976;
Egerton, 1978; Joy, 1979; Maher, 1979; Krivanek, 1980).
This has been mainly because the core edges give information
about elemental composition especially for the low Z elements where the conventional x-ray microprobe is least sensitive. By comparison the low loss spectrum is generally not
characteristic of the elements present in the sample (Daniels
et al., 1970). Moreover it has been established that the core
edge fine structure can be analyzed to probe the chemical
bonding and energy bands in a samp le and that this is often
less difficult to interpret than the structure at low energy
losses (Colliex and Jouffrey, 1972; Isaacson, 1972; Egerton
and Whelan 1974c; Leapman and Silcox, 1979). Nevertheless, excitations of the va lence electrons contain a wealth of
detailed information which should prove very valuable, especially with more sophisticated instrumentation and methods
of data ana lysis (Silcox, 1978). A lth ough we shall concentrate here chiefly on the higher energy loss processes, i.e.,
core edges, a general description of the spectrum will also be
given to include the va lence excitations.

E lectron energy loss spectroscopy, microanalysis, dielectric constant, core edges, fine structure, extended
energy loss fine structure (EXELFS), quantitation, plural
scattering, chemica l bonding, detection limits, electron spectromet ers, valence electron excitations, orientation dependence.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
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m

k

Planck's constant / 21r.
Rest mass of the electron.
Charge of the electron .
Incident electron energy .
Incident electron velocity.
Wavevec tor of incident electron.

k'

Scattered electron wavevector.

q

Momentum

e

Eo
V

LIST OF SYMBOLS
J

Probe current.
Energy window above edge .

A

dB
Number of background
counts per unit
energy loss.
Constant for inverse power law of background.
Expo nent for inverse power law of backbackground.
Angular collection efficiency.
Energy window collection efficiency.
Total cross section for ionization of core
level.
Maximum cut-off sca ttering angle.
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tran sfer.

Electron po sition vector.
Energy loss.
Momentum tran sfer parallel to beam direction.
Momentum transfer perpendicular to beam
direction.
Scattering angle.
Characteristic scatter ing angle .
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ex

M
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Q(E)
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Cross section.
Solid angle.
Bohr radius of atom.
Dynamical form factor.
Pla smon energy.
Electron density.
Dielectric constant.

io(e)
f(e)

F- '
Q ' (E)
cSE
cSS
cSB

Imaginary part of dielectric constant.
Initial state wavefunction.
F inal state wavefunction .

NB

generalized oscillator strength.

AT

IT

Total area under spectrum.

Iz

Area under zero loss peak.

sx

Signal counts at core edge for element X.

Nx

Number of atoms X per unit area.
Integration time.

Inverse Fourier transform.
Broadened single scattering distribution .
Energy channel width.
Signal in one channel.
Background in one channel.
Number of matrix atoms per unit area contributing to the background .
Differential

Unit vector in direction of q.
C hange in angular momentum
quantum
number.
Core wavefunction radius .
Energy loss intensity distribution .
Density of unoccupied states.
Matrix element factor.
Spectrometer energy dispersion .
Spectrometer bending radiu s .
Aberration coefficient of spectrometer.
Spectrometer acceptance angle.
Collection angle for scattering at sample.
Image magnification.
Sample thickness.
Instrumental resolution function.
Single scattering distribution.
Single scattering distribution.
Total inelastic mean free path.

T

L(E)

i (e)

Dielectric constant.
Imaginary part.
Real part of dielectric constant.

Differential

Partial cross sect ion for angle ex and energy
window A.
Measured integrated signal in core edge for
ang le ex and energy window A.
Measured integrated intensity in low loss
spectrum for ang le ex up to energy A.
Low loss intensity distribution.
Fourier transform of I(E) .
Fourier transform of lo(E).
Fourier transform of L(E) .

cross section for core loss .

Differential cross section for background
due to matrix.
Impact parameter.
Wavevector of ejected electron.
Edge energy.

dE
b
k
Ex
x(k)

Oscillatory part of the core edge intensity.
Number of atoms in the j th coordination
shell.
Radius of j th coordination shell.

Nj
Rj
fj(k)

Backscattering

A(k)

amplitude

function.

Factor including range of ejected electron
and temperature effects.
Total phase shift for ejected electron.

0 /k)

DESCRIPTION OF INELASTIC SCATTERING
PROCESSES
Kinematics
When a fast electron is scattered inelastically it transfers
energy E and momentum _g_to the samp le. The incident electron can normally be considered to be in a plane wave state
exp (i 1 ·_0 where I_ is its po sition vector and 1 is its wave vector. The initial energy can be written as,
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where k ' is the scatte red wave vector. The momentum
fer to the sa mple is

trans-

fore possible to write the form factor

Since in practice we measure the scattering angle 0 it is useful
to relate this to the momentum transfer. We consider the
component parallel and perpendicular to the incident beam .
Then for small 0 we have

ctn

S(q, E)

7

Here €1 describes refraction of the fast electron and €2 describes absorption of energy. Optical absorption spectra are
described by €2 when q -0 . The different form of the energy
lo ss spectrum comes about because the fast electron gives rise
to a longitudinal field producing density changes of the va lence electrons in the q -d irect ion. Photon s only produce a
transverse field which does not affect their density. The condition for plasmon excitations to occur is that €2 become s
sma ll and €1-0. Single-electron
(interband or intrab and)
tran sition s occ ur as maxima in €2 • At high energy losses

5

-

where ctn is an element of so lid angle and S(q,E) is a dyna mical form factor for inelastic scattering , a property of th e
unperturbed

)
€( q,E)

8

4

a/ q4

41r ne 2

Im{ ---

modified by whatever angular dependence there is in f(q,E).
The dielectric constant can be written in terms of a real part
€1 , and an imaginary part €2 • Therefore we have,

tum transfer that can be given to the sample. To describe the
inelastic sca ttering processes we require the differential cross
sect ion with respect to E and .9: This can be obtained by
using the Born approximation which assumes that the energy
loss and momentum transfer are small compared with the
energy and momentum of the incident beam (weak interaction) . The cross section is written as (Bethe, 1930),

dE

= -- 2

Equations 5 and 7 give us the general momentum-transfer
dependence of the spectrum which falls off as I / q 2 • The
angular distribution is therefore a Lorentzian of width 0 E,

where eE = E / 2E 0 is the characteristic scattering angle. The
quantity q 11 = k0 E is therefore a lso the minimum momen -

= --

I

q2

S(q,E)
-

4

d 2a

S (.9.,E) in terms of

€(.9.,E) which gives a description of the scattering in terms of
a macroscopic quantity obtainable from other means.
It has been shown (Pines, 1964) that

3

--

6

where n is the density of conduction electrons.
In simp le terms this is the origin of the plasmon in a solid.
To understand the problem further we need information
about the space and time dependence of the screening cloud
surrounding each electron. This is related to the polarizability of the system of electrons and to the complex dielectric
constant €(!_,t) or its Fourier transform dg_,E). It is there-

and the final energy as,

E 0 -E

½

m

sa mple. The factor 4 / (a 0 2 q 4 ) is essentia lly the

Rutherford cross sec tion for scatter ing from a point charge .
The form factor is normally expressed in two different ways,
one appropriate for valence excitations and the other for core
excitations . In general we note that S(q,E) involves the
sq uare of matrix elements for transitions from an initial to a
final state.

€1 - 1 and €2 <!1I. In thi s energy region

I
Im ( - - ) -

€2

€

a nd the energy loss spectrum has the same form as the optical
absorption spect rum . In general the real and imaginary parts
of € can be derived from

Valence electron excitations

I

Excitation of valence electrons in a solid is in general a
many-electron problem since the Coulomb force which interacts between them is of long range. Wavefunctions describing the initial and final states are so comp licated that certain
simplifications must be made. We use the concept of screening (Pines , 1964) where each electron carries with it a region
of positive charge due to the Coulomb repulsion of other
electrons. The net interaction is then short range. Each electron therefore appears to be neutral from a distance . If a fast
electron enters the system (applied field) the neighboring
electron s move to scre en it but overshoot and oscillate at a
frequency corre sponding to the clas sical plasma frequency,

Im ( - -)
€

by the Kramers-Kronig relation s , so the energy loss spectrum
can be related to the optical absorption coefficient for all
energies (Daniels et al., 1970) . An important advantage of
electron energy loss spectroscopy is the possibility of studying the q-dependence of different excitation processes. For
example bulk plasmons display a disper sion relation that is
quadratic in q, and this can help to identify the excitation
process (Batson et al., 1976) . The q-dependence of interband
transitions is different and this can provide information
about non-vertical excitations (Chen and Silcox, 1977) or
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about how th e energy band s in a solid bend across the Brillouin zone. In such experiments th e transition probability
depends on a joint densit y-of-state s between the unoccupied
and occ upied bands and the interpretation can be complicated. We sha ll see below that the core edges essentially on ly
involve a single density-of-states.
Because the total mean free path for valence electron excitation is only a few tens of nm at JOO keV beam energy,
plural inelastic scattering is inevitable. It has proved very important to derive the single-scatteri ng intensity before a
detailed analysis is possible (Batson, 1976).

Total cross sec tions can be obta ined by integrating
d2a
dE d!1
over an appropriate range of E and 0 . The cross sections are
important for quantitative ana lysis of energy loss spectra.
Co mputation s of gene ral ized oscillator strengths have been
car ried out by several authors by calcu lating the atom ic
bound and continuum wave functions (In okuti, 1971; Man son, 1972; Leapman et al., 1980). In order to see the relation
between the energ y loss spectrum and the x-ray ab sorption
spectrum 1t 1s convenient to expand the operator in the
matrix element in Equation 9 a s,

Core Excitations

q2

Since the inner shell level s of an atom are highly localized,
the form factor or cro ss section for core ionization can be
considered as basically an atomic quantity, with the effects
of the solid added a s a refinement afterward s . The probability for core excitation may be expressed in terms of a one-electron transition matrix element between an ini tial core state
I i > and a final unoccupied state I f >. W ithin the Born approximation the form factor is given by (Bethe, 1930),

exp (i_g_•_!)
= 1+ iq( Eq•_0 -

2mE

1< f I exp(iq-

1, 2q 2

•_!) I i >

12

for absorption

dEd!1

e4
= ( -E0E
0

To make this formula

I
2

I

q2
factor in the cross section . Thus transitions from the K shell
(ls level) are mainly to states of p-symmetry, and transitions
from the L 23 she ll (2 p level) a re to sta te s of d-or s-symmetry.
At larger scattering angles
q
re
where r c is the core wavefunction radius , non -dipol e tran sition s may be ob served, so that the dipole selection ru les do
not app ly. Such excitation s can show a different q-d epen dence. The third term in Equation 12 gives rise for examp le
to quadrupole (or monopole) tran sit ion s that have an intensity independent of q (Grune s and Leapman, 1980).
Fina lly we mention here briefly the effect of the solid on
the core edges, as this will be discussed in more detail later
on. We can write the intensity in the spectrum as the product
of two factors, a slowly varying atomic matrix element P(E)
and a density-of-states N(E) of appropriate symmetry,

10

df
) -

+ 8/

relativistically

dE

(qE)
-

of x-rays where Eq is replaced by the polariza-

tion vector of the electric field. This dipole term gives rise to
transitions involving a change in angular momentum quantum number LJ.f= ± I. It is normally by far the most important and is heavily favored by the

From Equation s 4 , 5 , 9 and 10 we can write the diff erentia l cross section in term s of the mea sured quantitie s E
and 8.
d2a

12

vanis hes since I i > and I f > are othogonal. The second term
has exactly the same form as the dipole matrix elem ent

9

= --

(Eq•_0 2 +

where gq is a unit vector in the direction of _g_.The first term

where the operator exp (i_g_
•_!) arises from the interaction between the bound electron and the fast electron. The core
spectrum consists of characteristic edges at energies corresponding to the binding energies of the in itial states I i >
which are Is, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d etc. atomic levels; final states
I f > mostly lie in the continuum and are taken to be normalized per unit energy range. It is useful to express the cross
section in terms of a generalized oscillator strength,
df
-(q,E)
,
dE which is similar to the optical oscillator strength in the limit
q-0. This is given by (lnokuti, 1971),
df
-(q,E)
dE -

2

l(E)

II

= N(E)

•P( E)

13

The initial core leve l is cons idered in thi s simp le app roach to
be a o-funct ion in energy so the spectra l shape is related on ly
to the density of unoccupied cond uction states .

correct the energy E 0

is replaced b y
mv 2

SOME ASPECTS OF INSTRUMENTATION

2
where '!...is the electron velocity. Equation
11 demonstrates
that the angular distribution for core excitation is dominated
by the Lorentzian factor as for the valence excitations. However as discussed by Inokuti (1971) the generalized oscillator
stre ngth can peak at non-zero 0 especially at energies far
above an edge thre shold .

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) can be carried
out both in the dedicated sca nning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) and in the conventional transmission
electron microscope (CTEM) with a STEM attachment. Normally the STEM is eq uipped with a field emission gun which
produce s a small so urc e size and can therefor e focu s electron s
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into a probe diameter as low as 3 to 5 A with a current in excess of 1 nA. This type of source is essential if high spatial
resolution is required. Moreover the energy spread of the
cold field emission source is only about 0.2 eV so that high
energy resolution in the spectrum is also possible (Isaacson,
1972; Crewe et al., 1971; Brown, 1981). The CTEM-STEM
normally operates with a heated tungsten filament source
which can only produce a probe diameter of about 100 A
with a current of I nA, but unlike the dedicated STEM, it
does not require an ultrahigh vacuum system. The energy
spread of the source is about 1 eV so it is not possible to
record spectra at higher resolution than this, unless a monochromator is used. A third type of source, lanthanum hexaboride, can yield a smaller probe size of around 30 A but the
energy spread is still I eV. Typically both types of scanning
instruments operate at about 100 keV beam voltage. However
the CTEM ha s also been de signed for higher voltages ( - I
MeV) and this has some important advantages (Jouffrey and
Sevely, 1976; Jouffrey et al., 1978). As the incident beam
energy increases the inelastic cross sections fall and plural
scattering becomes less . This is one of the major limitations
in EELS. Also as the beam energy increases the scattering
angles decrease and collection efficiency improves for high
energy losses (several thousand eV).
The CTEM-STEM has the convenience of intermediate
and projector lenses after the sample to help couple the electrons into the spectrometer. In the dedicated STEM these
lenses have to be added specially. The CTEM also has the
flexibility of allowing us to record spectra from extended
regions of the sample by operation in the diffraction mode
(Wittry, 1969; Curtis and Silcox, 1971; Krivanek, 1979). The
incident beam can then be highly collimated, making possible
studies at high angular or momentum resolution. In the
STEM the probe convergence angle on the sample is usually
several mrads so the momentum resolution is limited. It is
therefore evident that both instruments have certain advantages for EELS.
Let us now consider a CTEM-STEM coupled with an electron spectrometer of the magnetic sector type. This arrangement is being widely used (Joy and Maher, 1978a; John so n,
1979; Krivanek , 1979; Egerton, 1980a; Shuman, 1980) and a
schematic diagram giving the important feature s of a complet e system is shown in Fig. I. Electrons from a point crossover of the intermediate lens enter the spectrometer which refocusses them in another plane. In pa ssing through the spectrometer, in this case a 90° sector, the electrons are also dispersed in energy in a line parallel to the pole-pieces. If the
radiu s of curva ture of the magnetic sector is R the disper sion
is given by,

TEM

Source

( STE M

Cl

mode)

C2

OBJ
SPECTRO METER
COUPLED

TO

MICROSCOPE

INT

S pec1rometer

CO MPUITP.

ob1e cl

MAGNETIC
SECTOR

CURRENT
SUPPLY

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing some of the main fea--tures of an electron energy loss system coupled to a
CTEM with a STEM attachment. Cl and C2 are the
condenser lenses which together with the pre-field of
the objective (OBJ) form a probe on the sample. The
probe can be scanned to produce an image or stopped
on a particular area of the sample to collect a spectrum. The post-field of the objective and the intermediate (INT) couple the transmitted electrons into
the spectrometer.

aberrations which depend on the square of the acceptance
angle -y,

15
D
where C is the seco nd order aberration coefficient.
In order to obtain a good resolution it often turns out that -y
is much less than the optimum collection angle ex of electrons
from the sample. Hence there is a great advantage in using
the intermediate lens (Fig. I) to demagnify the angles from
the sample into the spectrometer as is discussed by Johnson
(1980) and Egerton (1980b) . If Mis the image magnification
of the lenses after the sample,
ex

'Y = -

14

16

M

D typically takes a value of a few µm per eV and to obtain a
good energy resolution a narrow slit must be placed in the
dispersion plane . The spectrometer pole-pieces are inclined
to the normal so that fringing fields are produced which
focus the electrons in a perpendicular direction. In fact the
performance depends on careful design of the spectrometer
and appropriate coupling to the microscope. For many systems the energy resolution .::lE is limited by second-order

Second order aberrations can be corrected by carefully
rounding the polepieces or by using sextupole lenses (Shuman, 1980). Nevertheless some aberrations remain so efficient coupling is still desirable, especially since large collection angles ( -50 mrads) are often required. To record the
spectrum we can ramp the dispersed electrons across the
analyzing slit; this can be achieved by varying the magnetic
sector current or by using coils or electrostatic deflection
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plates after the spectrometer. The electrons strike a scintillator and the light produced is amplified by photomultiplier.
The resulting electrical pulse is preamplified, discriminated
and passed into a multichannel analyzer for display. It is
desirable to interface the multichannel analyzer to a larger
computer for storage and data processing .
Such a system is capable of pulse counting single electrons
at a rate in excess of 107 Hz. However the spectrum is recorded serially one channel at a time. Recently attempts have
been made to develop electronic parallel recording devices
which can count many channels simultaneously, thereby increasing the collection eff iciency. Previously the only parallel
detection method available has been photographic film, which
has been very useful but inconvenient. The most promising
electronic parallel detection systems convert the dispersed
electro ns into light which can then be magnified and focussed
on to the recording device . Direct exposure of the device to
fast electrons can cause problems due to radiation damage.
Shuman (1981) has developed a fiber-optic coupling to a silicon intensified target (SIT) vidicon tube. Optical lenses are
used to image the spectrum from a phosphor onto the SIT
photocathode. Also a magnetic lens is placed after the spectrometer to increase the energy dispersion. An energy resolution of a few eV has been demonstrated. Other parallel detection systems have been developed by Johnson et al. (1981)
and Egerton (1981a) who have used image intensifiers and
linear photodiode arrays.
Finally, we should note that although we have only mentioned the magnetic sector spectrometer, many other types
exist which use combinations of electrostatic and magnetic
fields. Some of these are capable of very high energy resolution, especially those which retard the electron beam before
the dispersion occurs (Schnatterly, 1979; Ritsko and Mele,
1980). We do not have space either to discuss another type of
instrument, the energy filtering microscope, which is capab le
of forming energy selected images in the TEM mode (Castaing and Henry, 1962; Rossouw et al., 1977; Za nchi et al.,
1977).
INFORMATION

for intraband transitions at a few eV energy, as expected
from the existence of a partially filled conduction band .
Beryllium oxide is a strong insulator however, and this explains why the intensity falls to zero and only begins to rise
again at about 7 eV, corresponding to the band gap.
Figure 2 also demonstrates the presence of plural inelastic
scattering which produces additional peaks at twice the plasmon energy in both Be and BeO. Plural scattering is governed by a Poisson distribution, where the probability of
single scattering is proportional to the thickness t, double
scattering goes as t 2 , etc. The measured intensity in the spectrum I (E) can be written (Batson, 1976) in terms of a series of
convolutions,

t2

( 2!) Q(E)*Q(E)

+ .... )

17

where Q(E) is the single scattering distribution, 10 (E) is the
instrumental resolution function, o(E) represents the unscattered beam, and "T is the total mean free path for inelastic
scattering. In general this equation should also be expressed
in terms of _g_or 0, but for simplicity we have omitted the
angular dependence here . A quantitative understanding of
the spectrum can in general only be achieved by deriving
Q(E) or Q(E, 0). Several author s have demonstrated that the
single scattering distribution can be retrieved from the measured spectrum (Johnson and Spence, 1974; Batson, 1976).
Their method invol ves takin g a Fourier tran sform of Equation 17 , thus leav ing a simpl e exponential series which can
be inverted by means of the comp lex loga rithm function.
Equation 17 gives a very simpl e expressio n for the samp le
th ickne ss in term s of "T·

18

FROM LOW LOSSES

We have already given a brief description of the valence
excitations; let us now examine some spectra to show what
sort of information can be extracted.
Figure 2 shows data from a beryllium alloy containing pre,'.ipita tes of beryll ium oxide a few hundred A in diameter.
The low loss spectrum from one such precipitate of BeO is
compared with the matrix. The width of the zero-loss peak
indicates that the energy resolution is 2eV. It is noted that the
zero-loss peak also contains electrons which are scattered
elastically inside the collection aperture as well as quasi-elastically (phonon) scattered electrons which suffer energy losses
less than about 0.1 eV. A significant shift between th e meta l
and oxide plasmon peaks is evident, their energies being - 17
eV and 25 eV respectively. The plasmon is relatively narrow
in the metal which is free-electron-like whereas the oxide is
more complicated and the peak at 25 eV is only partially collective in nature, being broadened by single-electron excitations. Qualitatively the increased energy of the plasmon-type
peak in the oxide can be explained by the greater number of
valence electrons in the solid. A difference in spectral shape
is also visible at lower energies. In the metal there is evidence

where IT and I z are respectively the areas under the entire
spectrum and the zero loss peak. This can provide the basi s
for an accurate thickness determination if "Tis known.
We now consider an example of how more detailed information can be obtained from the valence excitations. Fig. 3
shows the low loss spectrum recorded by Ritsko and Mele
( 1980) from a sample of graphite intercalated with ferric
chloride to give the stage-I compound. For comparison the
spectrum from pure graphite is also displayed in Fig. 3. The
data was collected using a specially designed electrostatic
spectrometer system capable of 0.1 eV energy resolution.
These authors interpret the spectra as follows . Since graphite
is a semi-metal with a completely filled valence band and an
empty conduction band, removal of charge by the intercalent
results in a partial emptying of the valence band. New intraband excitations are then possible and these are evident as a
strong peak at - I eV. In fact from its dispersion as a function of q it is deduced that the peak is an intraband plasmon.
A more detailed analysis of the excitation yields an accurate
measurement of the charge transfer (Ritsko and Mele, 1980).
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MICROANALYSIS

Be

Quant itation
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The advantage of using EELS for the detection of light
elements has been well demonstrated . Low fluorescence yield
and poor collection efficiency make the conventional x-ray
microprobe technique insensitive for low Z. In contrast the
efficiency for detecting inner shell ionization events by EELS
is high and the K and L shell cross sections for the lighter elements are particularly favorable. It has also become apparent
that heavier elements can be detected by their M and N
edges, but these edges are somewhat more complicated in
shape (Colliex and Trebbia, 1978) and are more difficult to
quantitate. The basic groundwork for quantitation has been
given by Isaacson and Johnson (1975). The measured signal
(counts) per eV of the spectrum
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Fig. 2. Low loss spectra from a 200 A diameter beryllium
oxide precipitate in a beryllium alloy compared with
the spectrum from the matrix.
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1
I
I

where J is the incident probe current, r is the integrating
time, N x is the number of atoms X per unit area of the sa me
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is the diff eren tial cross section per atom integrated over a
co llection semi-angl e ex . Equation 19 can be rearranged to
give th e absolute number of atoms per unit area in terms of
the intensities in the core edge and in the low loss part of the
spectrum. The quantity, I = Jrle, is simply equal to the
total number of counts in the spectrum if collection is over all
angles. In practice only a limited collection angle ex and a
limited energy window c. above the edge threshold can be
used . Egerton and Whelan (1974a) have given an expr ession
for N X in terms of the measured co unt s in the core edge
S x ( ex , c.) and the mea sur ed co unt s in th e low loss spectrum
I (ex, c.), both quantities being obtained for a n appropriate
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Fig. 3. Energy loss spectra recorded by Ritsko and Mele
(1980) from FeCl 3 intercalated stage-I graphite and

Sx(QC,A)

pure graphite. An intraband transition at about 1 eV
is evident in the intercalated compound. The peak at
7 eV in graphite, shifted to 6 eV in the intercalated
compound, is the 1r interband plasmon. The data was
recorded with a momentum transfer, q = 0.1 A - 1 •

Nx=------I(QC,c.) ax (ex,c.)
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where ax ( QC, c.) is the partial integrated cross section. This
formula takes some account of mixed scattering (plural inelastic and elastic-inelastic) by assuming that the low loss
spectrum is affected in the same way as the core edge. Although only approximate it has been found experimentally to
be satisfactory for many applications (Joy et al., 1979; Joy
and Maher, 1981). Often, however, it is the ratio of two or
more elements that is important and this is simply given by
the ratio of their integrated edge intensities divided by the
ratios of the corresponding partial cross sections (Leapman,
1979).
The intensity under the core edge is found by extrapolating
the background intensity arising from the tails of other core

The peak at 7 eV in graphite is a 1r plasmon excitation. It is
observed at lower energy in the intercalated compound because the graphite planes are further apart and the electron
density is lower.
We are not able to discuss the low loss spectra in more
detail here but list some other areas where important data
have been obtained. Studies have been made for example on
metals (Batson et al., 1976),on semiconductors (Chen et al.,
1975) and on surface excitations in anisotropic materials
(Chen and Silcox, 1975; Ray, 1981).
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losses. It has been shown (Egerton and Whelan 1974a; Egerton, 1975) that the background intensity
dB

dE
follows closely an inverse power law,
dB
--=AE
dE

-r
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where A and r are constants with r typically taking a value
between 3 and 4 depending on the collection angle. In order
to obtain quantitative results we must obtain values for the
partial cross sections ax< ex, a).
Cross Sections

Several approaches have been taken to estimate the partial
cross sections. The most straightforward method which was
only intended to be approximate has been described by Isaacson and Johnson (1975). The partial cross section is separated into three factors, the angular collection efficiency Y/( ex),
the energy window efficiency Y/(a) and the total cross section
for core level ionization a,,.
Fig. 4. STEM image from a section of embedded tooth
--showing an area of immature enamel (E) containing
crystallites of hydroxyapatite in an organic matrix.
The light areas in the top left are ameloblasts (enamel
forming cells). These contain secretory granules (S)
with deposits of calcium pyroantimonate.
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The fraction of electrons scattered inside collection angle ex,
Y/( ex), may be calculated from the Lorentzian distribution in
Equation 11. It is assumed that there is no q-dependence of
the oscillator strength but that
df

dE

state is taken as a one-electron wavefunction solved with a
self-con siste nt potential and with averaged exchange, and
the final continuum states are computed by solving a Schrodinger equation with the same potential. An advantage of
this approach is that it can be used for L, M and N edges as
well as K edges. It also predicts a number of shape effects.
For example the M. 5 edges (3d excitations) for the elements
Z =40 to 50 are characterized by a delayed onset occurring
about 20 or 30 eV above threshold. This effect can be attributed to a "centrifugal barrier" in the atomic potential for
the final state with f-symmetry so the overlap with the initial
state is reduced until the barrier is surmounted (Manson,
1972; Leapman et al., 1980). In such cases identification and
quantitation of the element can be frustrated. The atomic
calculations also predict variations in edge shape across the
periodic table . Thus the L23 edges (2p excitation) in Al, Si,
P, S and Cl display a broad maximum about 20 eV above
threshold, while K, Ca and the first transition period elements exhibit intense peaks just above threshold. It is not yet
established how accurately such cross section calculations
can be made for M and N excitations and this is an area for
future work.

drops to zero at a cut-off angle, 0 ma x = ✓ 2 0 E' corresponding to the "classical" sca ttering angle for free-electrons.
The factor YJ(.:1)may be estimated from Equation 21 assuming that the spectrum above the edge follows an inverse
power law similar to the background preceding the edge, a
reasonable approximation far above threshold. Isaacson
(1980) ha s refined the estimation of Y/(a) by allowing for
variations in the exponent r in the inverse power law as a
function of collection angle. The total cross section may be
obtained from calculations and experimental data discussed
for example by Powell (1976).
Egerton ( 1979) has used another method which depends on
the hydrogenic wavefunction approximation. The generalized oscillator strength for the hydrogen atom can be expressed in an analytical form. Thus the partial cross sections
can be found by integration over the appropriate limits of 0
and E. Measurements have shown that the hydrogenic cross
sections for K edges are accurate to within ± 5 or 10% (Joy
and Maher, 1981). Recently Egerton (1981b) has adapted the
hydrogenic method to apply to L edges by including an
atomic screening constant. Results agree with more complete
atomic calculations.
The partial cross sections can be found directly from the
generalized oscillator strength (lnokuti, I 971 ). The initial
and final state wavefunction in Equation 10 can be calculated from an atomic Hartree-Slater program (Manson, 1972;
Leapman et al. 1980; Rez and Leapman, 198I). The initial

An Analytical Example

To demonstrate these quantitation procedures and some
of the problems that can occur we consider one example, the
analysis of a biological sample.
Figure 4 shows a STEM bright-field image from a thin
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tative results it is useful to derive the single scattering distribution and in some cases this may be necessary even to identify an element. The very large dynamic range of the core excitations which generally varies over four or five orders of
magnitude from Oto 2000 eV makes it difficult to use Equation 17 . For core edges the problem may be simplifi ed by
considering the measured core edge inten sity I (E) to be the
convolution of the single scatteri ng core loss distribution
with the observed low loss spectrum L(E) provided the collection angle ex is large so that angular effects are neglibible.
The single scatteri ng distribution Q(E) can then be derived by
a deconvolution procedure (Egerton and Whelan, 1974b;
Leapman and Swyt, 1981). It is assumed that the pre-edge
background can be subtracted off first using the inverse
power law. We can now write,

embedded sect ion of tooth containing ameloblast cells and
regions of immature enamel. The samp le had been previously
fixed with potassium pyroantimonate to precipitate calcium
inside the cells (Leapman, 1982). Figure 5 shows the spectrum recorded at 100 keV beam energy with a 10 mrad acceptance angle from a dense enamel crystallite in the immature
enamel surrounding the ameloblasts. The P L 23 (132 eV),
C K (285 eV), Ca L2i (346 eV) and O K (532 eV) excitations
are clearly visible and we notice that the edge shapes for all
these elements are different. Also shown in Fig. 5 are the subtracted edges for P, Ca and 0. The atomic ratio of P:Ca is
obtained from the partial cross sections as calculated from
the Hartree-Slater atomic calculation with ex= JOOmrads and
Ll= 100 eV. A result of P:Ca =0.63: I is obtained. This is very
close to the expected result for hydroxyapatite from which
enamel is composed (P:Ca=0.60:1).
The estimated O:P
atomic ratios is 9.5: 1 indicating that about half the oxygen in
this area of the specimen came from the embedding material
or organic matrix, the presence of which is also indicated by
the carbon K edge.
Of spec ial interest in this sample is the composition of the
dense deposits in the ameloblasts (light areas in Fig. 4) . The
spectrum from one such depo sit about 20 nm in diameter is
shown in Fig . 6. The calcium L 2i edge is observed as well as
the oxygen K edge at -532 eV. However instead of pho sphorus a seco nd broad maximum is visible above the oxygen
K edge. This can be attributed to the antimony M4 5 edge, expected from the treatment of the sample with pyroantimonate. The Sb M5 binding energy is almost identical to that of
the oxygen K edge but these elements can in fact be distinguished by their different edge shapes . As yet there is no
method for obtaining quantitative result s from such overlapping edge s. We note that in thi s analysis Ca could not be
det ected by x-ray emission because of overlap of the Ca K "'
line with Sb L "' line . This serves as a good example of the
complementarity of EELS and x-ray microanalysis.
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case and the inverse Fourier transform by F - 1 we have an
expression for the broadened single scatteri ng distribution
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Figure 7 shows the measured and deconvoluted inten sity for
the boron K edge in a sa mple of hexagonal boron nitride with
thickness t = 1.0>-..T
. It is evident that the intensity 30 eV or so
above thre shold is modified substantiall y. The fine structure
near the core edge is not affected stro ngly since the energy
from threshold is much less than the plasmon energy ( - 25
eV). Measurements seem to indicate that the effect of thickness on quantitation is not as great as might be expected since
the edges in the spectrum are altered in approximately the
same way by plural scattering. For an accuracy of - 10% or
better the single scattering distribution should probably be
derived . However often other errors limit the analysis. For

The shape of the energy loss spectrum can be strongly influenced by plural inelastic scattering as was discussed earlier
in the context of the low loss spectrum. For accurate quanti-

6

23

The deconvolution may be performed by using Fourier transforms but in practice it is necessary to reconvolute by the
normalized instrumental resolution function I 0 (E) in order
to truncate the high frequency coefficient s (John son a nd
Spence , 1974). Then denoting Fourier coefficient s by lower

Correction for plural scattering
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Fig. 5. Energy loss spectrum from enamel crystallite showing P L 23 , C K, Ca L 23 and O K edges. The background is subtracted
for P, Ca and 0.
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Fig. 6. Energy loss spectrum from dense deposit in secretory
--granule showing CK, Ca L 23 , 0 Kand Sb M 45 edges.
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where -and -are the differential cross sections of
dE
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the background and the signal respectively for some collection angle ex •
As an example let us estimate the minimum atomic fraction of calcium atoms in a carbon matrix . We assume the following samp le and instrumental parameters:
E 0 = 100 keV
ex = 10 mrads
J = I nA
r = I sec/channel
oE = 2eV channel width
da 8
5 x 10 - 27 m 2 ev - 1 (CK cross section at Ca L 23
dE
edge)
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Fig. 7. Measured and deconvoluted boron K edge from a
sample of boron nitride with thickness t = 1.0~-T

example it is especially important to know the collection
angle ex since the partial cross sections depend strongly on
this parameter. If this angle is defined by the objective aperture of the microscope, ex can be calibrated from a known
diffraction pattern .

da x

dE

As was originally proposed by Isaacson and Johnson
(1975), Equat ion 19 can be used to estimate the detection
limit s for microanaly sis. These limit s of course depend on the
type of probe forming system that is used. A field emission
source is capable of forming a beam of diameter 3 to 5 A so
that the minimum detectable mass is very much sma ller than
that obtainable from a heated tungsten filament source
which is only capable of forming a 100 A probe. When however we are interested in detecting a low concentration of an
element distributed uniformly over a larger area, it is the
minimum detectable atomic fraction that is important and
not the probe size .
If the signa l in a channel of width oE is oS and the background is oB then we require the signa l to be about three
times the statistical fluctuation,
oB

10- 26 m 2ev - 1 (Ca L 23 cross section at thre shhold)

t = 200 A.
density of carbon

Optimization, detection limits and resolution

os ?. 3 ✓ os +

= 5x

= 2x

103 Kg m - 3

The differential cross section s were estimated from atomic
calculations (Leapman et al. 1980). Equation 26 yields a
minimum atom ic fraction of 8 x 10- 4 • The minimum detectable atom fraction in general depends stron gly on the cross
section s and detection of calcium in carbon is favorable beca use of the sharp peak at thre shold (Fig . 5). Typically with
the same instrumental parameter s (N x / N 0 ) min ranges from
10- 2 to 5 x 10- 4 for other element s. EELS is clearly not a
trace microanalytical technique but fairly small concentrations can be detected. The important point is that with a
probe diameter of only 3 to 5 A, the minimum detectable
number of atoms is very low, probably between I and 10
atoms .
Finally we should mention that the localization of such
sma ll amounts of matter by electron energy loss spectroscopy
is only possible if the scattering interactions between the
atoms and the incident beam are themselves localized . As ha s
been discussed by Howie (1981 ), the impact parameter b in
the scattering event is related to the momentum transfer by
the uncertainty principle. We can roughly write b = q - 1 • For
the low energy valence losses b is around 100 A so a high
degree of localization is not possible . For energy losses in the
range 200 to 1000 eV, the impact parameter is typically a few
A and this seems to represent the resolution limit of core loss
spectroscopy. This turns out to be comparable with the near
atomic sensitivity predicted by the statistics for opt imized instru mentation. Such estimates of course ignore the susceptibility of the sample to beam damage under the very high
current densities required . In organic or biological specimens
this will always be the chief limit ation (Isaacson et al., 1978).
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Apart from the type of source other instrumental para meters affect the detection limits such as the collection angle
and energy window above threshold (Joy and Maher, 1978b).
Usually it is advantageous to use as large a collection angle as
possible but sometimes the signal/noise is a maximum at
some intermediate value. This is because the background
under an edge ha s a different angular distribution from that
of the signal.
From Equations 19 and 25 · we can obtain an expression
for the minimum atomic fraction of an element X in a matrix
B that contr ibut es to the background (Joy and Maher, 1980).
We assume that the number of atoms per unit area Nx ~ N 0
so,
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Core edge fine structure in TiO 2 showing the Ti L 23
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and O K edges. Comparison is made with the calculated density-of-states (Grunes et al., 1982). The
shaded area correspond s to filled states originating
from oxygen p( a) and p( 1r) orbitals. Unfilled states
originate from titanium d( a*) and d ( 1r*) orbitals .
Vertical dashed lines show the correspondence between the observed double peak at the core edge s and
the double maximum in the calculated density of
states.
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CHEM ICAL BONDING AND ELECT RO NIC
STRUCTURE
Near-edge fine structure

In the mo st simp le mod el, fine st ructure in the region of
the core edges may be attributed to featur es assoc iated with
unoccupied conduction states (Colliex and Jouffrey, 1972;
Egerton and Whelan, I 974c) or in the case of orga nic solids
with the excited molecular levels (Isaacson, 1972). However ,
it should be remembered that atomic effects can also strongly
influence the shape of core edges especially for M and N excitations in heavier elements (Trebbia and Colliex, 1973;
Brousseau-Lahaye et al., 1975; Colliex and Trebbia, 1978).
We find that the subje ct is so comp lex that a complete interpretation of the fine structure is not available (Brown, 1974).
Nevertheless some important and detailed information can
be obtained. We have already seen that the dipole selection
rules apply for small momentum transfers so that transitions
involve a change in angular momentum ~ f = ± I. T his fact
can be put to use and to some extent it is possible to choose
the symmetry of the fina l states by selecting a particular edge.
To demonstrate the type of results that may be obtained
we consider the core edges in titanium dioxide. Figure 8
shows the region near the oxygen K edge (530 eV) and the
titanium L2J edge (459 eV) from a 15 nm film of evaporated
metal which had been oxidized in a ir (Grunes et al., 1982).
The spectrum was recorded using a retarding field Wien filter
spec trometer combined with a transmission electron microscope capable of - I eV resolution in this energy range
(Cur tis and Silcox, 197 1). Both the OK edge and the Ti L3
edge display a double maximum at thre shold with a peak
separat ion of - 2.5 eV. Some understandin g for the origin of
these peaks is given by a simp le mo lecu lar orbital picture.
Consi deration of the octahedra l coordination of Ti by oxygen atoms indicate s that there are two unfilled antibonding
orb ital s, 3t 2 g (d1r*) and 3eg (da*) with mainl y Ti ct-character.
Since the se hybridized orb ita ls are also mad e up from oxygen 1r* and a* orbi tals we expect to see the same levels in the
ls- p transitions. But this simp le molecular orbita l approach
does not give any indication of the energy level spacing. In
the case of TiO 2 an extended Hiickel tight binding cluster
calculati on has been used to obtain the density-of-state s
(Grunes et al., 1982) and this is shown in Fig. 8. The calculated sp litting of the d1r* and da* bands is -3.8 eV which
is somewh at higher than the measured value but the theory at
least gives a sem i-q ua ntit ative inte rpret ation of the spectra .
Let us now com pare the Ti L2J edge in the metal with that
fro m Ti 0 2. Fig. 9 shows the L23 edges in both samp les
(Leapman and Gru nes, 1980). A spi n-orbit sp littin g of 6 eV
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the Ti L 23 edge from evaporated Ti
and from TiO 2 prepared by oxidation of the metal.
Arrows correspond to edge threshold s.
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betwe en the 2p 312 (L J) and 2p 112 (L 2) levels is observed. In the
metal and oxide the edge shape is dominated by a strong peak
arising from transitions to unoccupied 3d states . The expected ratio of LJ / L2 intensitie s is 2: I and it is not yet clear
why the observed ratio in Fig. 9 is nearer I: I (Leapman and
Grunes, 1980). It seems that some many-electron effect is
pre se nt. In the metal only one maximum is visible at each of
the Li and L 2 edges while the oxide displays double maxima
as de scribed above. A "chemical shift" of about 2 eV is also
evident between the metal and the oxide. This is similar to
that observed in x-ray photoemission
spectra (XPS) where
the shift can be attributed to charge transfer from the metal
to oxygen atoms, with a concomitant
increa se in binding
energy. A detailed analysis however indicates that the XPS
chemical shift is several eV greater than the EELS chemical
shift, after a correction ha s been made for the band gap
se parating the occupied and unoccupied states (XPS only involves the occupied level s). The discrepancy can be explained
in part by the effect of the core hole on the final states (core
exciton) and by relaxation effects.
Significant differences are also observed in the L 2i edges
from copper and copper oxide shown in Fig. 10 (Leapman et
al., 1982). In the metal the ct-state s are completely filled so
there is no sharp peak at threshold. In the oxide so me of the
ct-states become unoccupied and intense narrow peaks are
visible at Li and L2 edges. The chemical shift in the oxide is
in fact negative, sugge sting again the importance of excitonic
effects.
An under standing of the fine structur e thus depends heavily on good band struct ure computations being available and
this is not, in genera l, the case. For simple so lids agreement
with theory see m s reaso nabl e, while no data is available for
the majority of material s. The situation is further co mpli ca ted by atomic and many-electron effects.

of varying the scattering angle, similar changes in the spectrum can be obtained by varying the crystal orientation while
keeping 0 fixed.
The near edge fine structure can also be exploited to yield
structural information in another way as has been recently
demonstrated by Tafto and Krivanek (1982). When an electron is incident on a crystal the wavefield become s modulated
in side the crystal unit cell and different Bloch waves are se t
up. Depending on the incident beam direction with respect to
the sample, Bloch wave maxima can be located on or between particular atom or crystal sites. Features in the core
loss spectrum may therefore depend on the particular diffracting conditions that are set up. Tafto and Krivanek
(1982) have obtained data from a chromite spine! containing
iron atom s distributed 3: 1 between tetrahedral and octahedral sites. In addition so me of the iron atoms were Fe 2 +
and some Fe 3 + but the distribution of these between the different sites was unknown. Fig. 12 shows these authors' recorded spectrum in the region of the Fe L 23 edge under two
specific diffraction conditions . In the upper curve the octahedral sites are selected and in the lower curve the tetrahedral
site s. The double maxima separated by 2 eV can be mainly attributed to the chemical shift between Fe 2 + and Fe 3 + ion s,
the Fe 2 + energy being the lower. Tafto and Krivanek ( 1982)
thu s deduce that the tetrahedral sites contain Fe 2 + ions while
the octahedral sites contain Fe 3 + .
Extended fine structure
The extended energy loss fine structure (EXELFS) which
occurs in the region up to several hundred eV above a core
edge can be analyzed in the same way as extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) by using the formulation of
Stern, Sayers and Lytle (1975). This technique has been
shown to yield information
about the local environment
around a particular atomic species. The weak EXELFS
modulations which are typically only a few percent of the
background can be considered to a rise from interference between the outgoing ejected electron with part s of the electron
wave that are backscattered by neighboring atoms. The cross
section for ionization depends on the overlap of the core
wavefunction with the final state so this contains the oscillatory term . If the wavevector of the ejected electron is k then,

Momentum transfer and orientation dependence
In a cry sta lline material the core edge fine st ructure is
capab le of providing more d etai led information about the
chemi ca l bonding. For exa mple the momentum transfer dependence of the core edges can be used to inve stigat e anisotropy in the chemic a l bonding and band structure (Kincaid
et al. , 1978; Leapman and Silcox, 1979). This dependence
occurs because the momentum transfer .9.can be aligned with
different excited crystal wave function s in the dipole matri x
element in Equation 9 . Using the expansion of the operator
in Equation 12 in the dipole limit we have a matrix element,
q < f I iq•J:.I i >. Figure 11 shows the spectrum near the carbon K edge from a graphite sa mple oriented with the c-axis
parallel to the incident beam for different scattering angles or
momentum tran sfers. When 0 is small, q is along the c-axis
and transitions to 1r* anti-bonding state s (orbitals perpendicular to the layer planes) are strongly favored. When 0 is
large the ls - 1r* transitions become weak while transitions to
a" states (sp 2 hybridi zed) become dominant. We are thus able
to identify the 285.5 eV peak in Figure 11 as a Is -1r* transition and the peak at 292. 5 e V as a ls - a" transition. Thi s
assignment is in rea so nable agreement with band structure
determination s. How eve r the effect of the core hole exciton
appears to modify the edge shape compared with that predicted by the one-electron density-of-states and also causes a
peak shift to lower energies (Mele and Ritsko, 1979). In stead

27
where Ex is the edge energy and E is the energy loss. Theoscillatory part of the spectrum as function of k can be written
as,

Summation in Equation 28 is over the j different coordination shells at radius Rik) each containing Nik) atoms surrounding the excited atom . The backscattering amplitude
function f/k) depends on the type of atom. The factor A (k)
takes account of the range of the ejected electron and thermal vibrations. The phase shift 0 /k) has two part s, one due
to the potential of the excited atom and the other due to the
backscattering atom.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the Cu L 23 edge from evaporated Cu
and from CuO prepared by oxidation of the metal.
Downward arrows correspond to edge thresholds ,
upward arrows to subsidiary features in the fine
structure.
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EXELFS spec tro sco py ha s two significant advantages over
the conventional EXAFS. It can be applied to light element s
whereas the x-ray absorption technique ha s run into difficultie s in the soft x-ray energ y range, and it can be applied to
microscopic areas of thin samples while EXAFS is essentially
a bulk method (Leapman and Cosslett, 1976; Bat so n and
Craven, I 979; Leap man et al. 1981; Csillag et al., I 981 ;
Disko, 1981). In fact Isaacson and Utlaut (1978) and Kincaid
et al. (1978) have established that electrons might provide a
superior probe to x-rays in the energy range of a few hundred
eV where the K edges of the light elements occur. It is noted
that a new EXAFS technique relying on the secondary electron yield has been developed, and this is capable of producing data at lower energies than the conventional EXAFS
(Stohr, I 979). Ne vertheless this is a surface tool and applie s
to a different type of samp le.
Since EXELFS can be carried out in the electron microscope a sample can be characterized by diffraction and high
resolution imaging at the same time. In particular EXELFS
spectroscopy is expected to be a useful probe for amorphous
materials where the se alternative techniques cannot give
complete information. We show in Fig. 13 the core edges
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Fig. 12. Detailed structure at the iron L 23 edge in chromite recorded by Taflo and Krivanek (1982) for two different orientations of the crystal. In (a) octahedral sites
are selected and in (b) tetrahedral sites.
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from a sample of amorphous silicon nitride recorded at 200
keV beam energy from a sample about 100 nm thick.
As a first step to analyzing the data we have deconvoluted
the core edges using the low loss spectrum according to
Equation 24 . The background-subtracted
nitrogen K edge
(400 eV) and the Si K edge (1840 eV) as well as the low loss
spectrum are shown in Fig. 13. The sample thickness estimated fro m Equation
18 is I. D,r Next, the intensity is
changed from a function of E to a function of k and a third
order polynomial is carefully fitted through the data. Then
the resulting modulations are multiplied by k3 to take account of attenuation by the backscattering amplitude function. After choosing a suitable range of kmin to kmax' the
data is Fourier transformed to give the radial distribution
function. The limit kmin is chosen as about 3 A - 1 below
which near-edge effects due to the solid are important. The
upper limit kmax is determined by noise or the interference of
another edge, and is tyr,ically 10 A - 1• Finally a correction
must be made for the phase shift; we have made use of the
calculations of Teo and Lee (1979) and estimate only the
linear part here. This value is simply added on to the peak
positions in the radial distribution function as prescribed by
Equation 28 .
Figure 14 show s the computed radial distribution function
for silicon nitride for both nitrogen and silicon atoms. Nearest neighbor peaks occur at 1.38 A for both types of atom
and a second weak peak is visible at 2. 7 A. After correction
for the phase shift of 0.40 A, the nearest and second nearest
neighbor di stances are I. 78 ± 0.07 A and 3 . 1 ± 0.1 A respectively. This is in agreement with existing x-ray diffraction
data where the Si-N bond length was determined as I. 75 A,
and the second nearest correlation distance for Si-Si and N-N
as 3.0 A (Aiyama et al., 1979). Silicon is tetrahedrally coordinated with four nitrogen atoms and nitrogen is coordinated
with three silicon atoms as shown in Fig. 14.
So far attempts have only been made to demonstrate the
feasibility of EXELFS analysis and the technique ha s not yet
been used to so lve unknown structures. EXELFS spectroscopy relie s on good sta tistic s to obtain a usef ul k-range
preferably up to 10 or 12 A - 1• Such data should be obtainable with improved spectromete r optics and detection systerns.
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ly stra ightforward analysis provided edge overlap does not
occur. Detection limit s appear to be very low, perhaps a few
atoms if a field emission so urce is used . This low limit of
detectability sugges ts that high resolution core loss imaging
might be feasible and thi s is supported by the estimated high
degree of localization of the excitation proce sses. Precise
quantitative analysis is more difficult. Quantitation for K
and Ledges appears to be now possible with reasonable accuracy (about ± 10%) but there is still so me uncertainty about
the cross sections for M and N shells.
A fruitful area of exploration concerns the fine structure
near the core edges. We have demon strated some of the different types of information about chemical bonding , band
structure and local atomic environment that can be extracted. A considerable amount of theoretical work is required to
explain all the observed features in the spectrum satisfactorily. Nevertheless, while a few years ago we were discussing
the possibility of microanalysis on a nanometer scale, we are
now considering the possibility of determining the electronic
structure at the same dimensions .

SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
We have tried to de scr ibe the wide range of information
that is contained in the electron energy loss spectrum and to
discu ss some of the different ways in which it can be analyzed. The low loss spectrum, which we only considered briefly, is very rich in structure provided the energy resolution is
sufficient ( :50.5 eV). Interpretation
of the data generally
requires some prior knowledge about the sample. Often
so phisticated methods must be employed for data collection
and analy sis. Extremely valuable information can then be
derived about the electronic structure. As yet only a few attempts have been made to extend such experiments to very
small dimen sions but this should certainly be possible as has
been discussed by Isaacson ( 1981).
The core edges give important information about the
elemental composition which can be obtained with a relative-
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